INNOVATION & CULTURE MISSION
NOVEMBER 3-15, 2018

Nov. 4 - Sunday - Welcome to Israel
You are not a tourist - this is your home
Day One
Arrival at Ben Gurion International Airport. An Amiel representative will meet you
just after the passport control. She will assist you through the arrival procedures
and will then take you to your guide and driver.

Enjoy a special Welcome Dinner at the Carlton Hotel (Included)

Overnight – Tel Aviv at the Carlton Hotel

Nov. 5 - Monday

-

In and around Tel Aviv

Day Two

After breakfast, visit the historic Independence Hall. We will take a step back in
time as we listen to David Ben Gurion’s moving Declaration of Independence
which ended 2,000 years of Jewish yearning for a return to the Land of Israel.
Walk along Rothschild Boulevard where you can see The White City of Tel
Aviv (UNESCO World Heritage). Tel Aviv was founded in 1909 and developed
as a metropolitan city under the British Mandate in Palestine and was planned
by Sir Patrick Geddes. The various designers created an outstanding
architectural ensemble of the Modern Movement in a new cultural context.
Lunch on your own.
Visit the exciting and cutting-edge Innovation Center that allows you to learn
about the new advancements Israeli StartUps are making in different fields, such as
science, medicine, security, space and more.
Explore the interactive exhibition.

In the evening, tour the Old Port City
of Jaffa (Yafo), just south of Tel Aviv
for a beautiful panoramic view of Tel
Aviv and a sense of the first Jewish city
of the modern era, established in 1909.
Jaffa is where the Prophet Jonah set
out on his ill-fated sea voyage before
returning to warn the people of
Nineveh.

Dinner at The Old Man And The Sea (Included)
Overnight – Tel Aviv at the Carlton Hotel

Nov. 6 - Tuesday

-

To the Western Galilee

Day Three
After breakfast, check out of your hotel and drive to Rehovot.
Join the ‘underground’ at the Ayalon Institute, where a once-secret Haganah
munitions factory existed during the Mandate Period under Britain. The factory
and its products played an important role for the Haganah underground and
later, during the War of Independence, for the newly born Israel Defense
Forces.
Lunch on your own.
Drive to the Western Galilee and participate in Partnership programming.

Check into your hotel.

Welcome dinner (included) – home hospitality with Partnership residents.

Overnight Western Galilee- Nea Resort

Nov. 7 - Wednesday

-

A day with the Partnership

Day Four
After breakfast, visit the Galilee Medical Center in Nahariya, Israel’s only
underground hospital facility, featuring 450 beds, 8 modern operating rooms,
and comprehensive emergency preparedness protocols and regular mass
casualty event drills for each department. These facilities and measures proved
invaluable during the Second Lebanon War in 2006.
Tour the ancient crusader port city of Acco, the
fascinating UNSCO town with new excavations
1000 years old. Visit the Crusader Halls and see
the underground tunnels and pathways. Look
upon the port and fortifications that enabled the
inhabitants of the town to resist against Napoleon
Bonaparte. Spend some time walking through
the Arab Bazaar with vendors selling fresh fish
and other goods.

Enjoy lunch at a restaurant (included).

Visit the Ghetto Fighters Museum. Hear the story
of the Jewish Resistance in the Ghettos. See the “I
never saw another butterfly” collection of works of
art and poetry by Jewish children who lived in the
concentration camp Theresienstadt. This book is
named after a poem by Pavel Friedman, a young
man born in 1921 who was incarcerated at
Theresienstadt and was later killed at Auschwitz.

Dinner at Adelina restaurant (included)
Overnight Western Galilee – Nea Resort

Nov. 8 – Thursday -

From the Galilee to Jerusalem
Day Five
Visit the Mystical City of Safed (the
birthplace of Kabbalah), one of the Four
Holy Cities according to tradition with its
Kabalistic studies. We will stroll through
the narrow, winding alleys, visit some of
the beautiful synagogues and browse
through the artists’ workshops and
galleries found in the flourishing artists'
quarter.

Lunch on the way (included).
Visit the ancient remains of Beit Shean,
the city where Saul and his sons were
hung up on the city walls by the
Philistines. The Talmud mentions this
city as being the "entrance to paradise."
We will tour one of the biggest
excavated sites in Israel with its
bathhouse and Cardo.

Drive to Jerusalem

Ascend up the Judean Mountains and upon arriving in Jerusalem, we will stop at
a viewpoint overlooking the Old City where we will celebrate our arrival with a
special She’hecheyanu ceremony, a blessing we use to offer thanks for new and
unusual experiences
Dinner on your own. Explore the Mamilla Mall, one of the most luxurious
shopping centers in the country, known for its stunning design, high-end shops
and restaurants with incredible views.
Overnight Jerusalem – David Citadel Hotel

Nov. 9 – Friday

-

The New City of Jerusalem
Day Six

Travel to Yad Vashem, considered the primary
museum and memorial for the 6 million Jews
murdered in the Holocaust. Have a guided tour
at the museum and visit the very moving exhibit
at the Children’s Pavilion, commemorating the
death of over 1.5 million Jewish children in the
Holocaust. Visit the Art Museum and check the
works made during the holocaust.

Visit the Machane Yehuda Market, the Israeli
Shuk. Enjoy the colors, smells and unique
atmosphere of the alleys and stalls as well as
tasting local products.
Lunch on your own.

Early evening, enter the Old City and walk to the Western Wall (Kotel),
Judaism’s Holiest site, for a Shabbat evening service unlike anything you
have ever experienced.

Enjoy a special Shabbat dinner with Iris at her home (included).
Iris is an expert chef and storyteller about Israel. Iris cooks “kosher style” and
can accommodate vegetarians.
Overnight Jerusalem –David Citadel Hotel

Nov. 10 - Saturday - Shabbat in Jerusalem
Day Seven

Enjoy a day at leisure in Jerusalem.



Walking tours of Jerusalem
Israel Museum

Lunch on your own.

Havdalah service at David Citadel Hotel.

Dinner on own.

Overnight – Jerusalem – David Citadel Hotel

Nov. 11 – Sunday -

Layers of the Past

Day Eight

Full Group

Start the day at the City of David and see the
exciting new excavations of Jerusalem during
the time of the first Temple period. Here we’ll
also walk along the newly discovered Pilgrim's
Road.
Walk through the Jewish Quarter, which was reconstructed when the city was
unified after the Six-Day War in 1967. A special point of interest in the restored
Jewish Quarter is the "Cardo".
Enter the Old City of Jerusalem and proceed to the Western Wall - "Kotel".
The Kotel is part of the few remaining structures of the Temple Complex built by
Herod the Great.
Lunch on your own.

First Timers
Begin your descent through the many layers of Jerusalem’s past at the time of
the Temple through the Western Wall Tunnels. Inside, an interesting model
shows the different dwelling periods and history of the inhabitants of Jerusalem.
Walk the Via Dolorosa that ends with a visit to the Church of the Holy
Sepulcher. This is, in fact, a complex of various chapels built on what was called
the Hill of Golgotha.
Walk through the Arab Bazaar and see Middle Eastern life with it rich colors,
flavors and smells. We will have a short break for lunch on your own.

Continued on next page

Repeaters
Option #1
Have a “Behind the Scenes” tour of the tunnels, a tour of the subterranean
spaces under the classic Western Wall Tunnels route, one of the most popular
sites in Jerusalem. During the tour, visit the new areas that were exposed in the
tunnels, the level of the ritual baths, the Hall of Eras, and the Hasmonian
Room.
Visit the Core Discoveries revealed in the new archaeological excavations under
the Western Wall Tunnels.

Take a special ATV ride at the
Jerusalem Hills. Ride through the
hills to Aminadav Mountain and
arrive at the Beitar Lookout.

*additional cost of $54/person

OR
Option #2
Enjoy a shooting adventure at Caliber 3
*additional cost of $120/person
Full Group
In the evening, enter into Migdal David to see the
famous Sound and Light Show which displays the
history of the city of Jerusalem along the ancient
stones. See the walls come to life before your
eyes!!

Dinner on your own.
Overnight Jerusalem – David Citadel Hotel

Nov. 12 - Monday - To Eilat
Day Nine
After breakfast, check out of your hotel and drive south to the legendary
mountaintop plateau of Massada and ascend by cable car to the ancient
fortress. Explore the site with its synagogue and bathhouse. Learn about the
last stronghold of the Jewish Zealots in their struggle against the Romans.

Travel east though the Judean
Desert and arrive at the shores of the
Dead Sea and descend to the lowest
land point on earth at 1388 feet
(423m) below sea level.

Lunch & Swim (included) on the shores of
the Dead Sea. Cover yourselves with mud
and enjoy the buoyant therapeutic waters
of this mineral-rich Sea. Relax by the pool
or take a spa treatment.

.

Drive to Eilat and check into your hotel.
Dinner on your own.
Overnight – Eilat – Leonardo Plaza Hotel

Nov. 13 - Tuesday - Petra
Day Ten
After breakfast, you will be transferred to the border for your trip to Petra.
Drive through the wonderful mountainous landscape of Jordan and arrive at the
world famous Petra ruins where we’ll walk through the narrow canyon and see
its great monuments such as the treasury, Roman Theater, and Royal Tombs.

Enjoy lunch at a restaurant in Petra (included)
Drive to the border and transfer to your hotel in Eilat.
Dinner on your own.
Overnight – Eilat – Leonardo Plaza Hotel

Nov. 14 – Wednesday

-

The Negev Desert

Day Eleven
After breakfast, check out of your hotel, meet your guide and drive to Mitzpe
Ramon.
Take a unique agricultural tour of the Salad Trail, led by a renowned agronomist
in the most advanced greenhouses in the Negev. In the tour you will learn about
the first pioneering settlements in the Negev. You will observe the most up to
date agricultural technologies – “High Tech” of agriculture. Here you will go
through the trail’s stations: the flying strawberries, tiny oranges orchard, racing
pigeons and the self-picking farm.
You will then experience a special “Poike” lunch (included). A Poike is a large
cast iron casserole pot which is put directly on open fire.

Drive to Tel Aviv and check in your hotel.
Enjoy a farewell dinner experience at Hatraklin Restaurant. During “Dinner
from the Movies”, renowned sommelier Yossi Ben Oddis will talk about the
wines served and the food scene in Tel Aviv. During the evening, every few
minutes a scene from a movie that involves food will be projected on a large
screen. Each scene will be followed by a dish from the scene. The whole meal
will be accompanied by music from the movies (included).

Overnight – Tel Aviv – Carlton Hotel

Nov. 15 – Thursday

-

See you soon

Day Twelve

After breakfast, check out of your hotel and transfer to the airport for your
departure flight.

2018 Innovation and Culture Mission Trip
$5600 per person**
-$750 supplement*
$4850
*Prices above reflect a supplement provided by The Jewish Federation of Northwest Indiana to all Annual
Campaign Donors. Cost for non-donors is without the supplement.
**Rates based on double occupancy. Single occupancy rooms are available for an additional cost. Please
inquire for further information.

Price includes airfare, hotels, all breakfasts, (6) lunches, and (6) dinners.
The following hotel accommodations are included:






Nov. 4-6 - 2 overnights- Carlton Hotel – Tel Aviv
Nov. 6-8 - 2 overnights
- Nea Resort – Western Galilee
Nov. 8-12 - 4 overnights- David Citadel Hotel - Jerusalem
Nov. 12-14 - 2 overnights- Leonardo Plaza Hotel – Eilat
Nov. 14-15- 1 overnight- Carlton Hotel – Tel Aviv

Our rate includes:
 Transportation to and from Chicago O’Hare Airport.
 Porterage at airport and hotel.
 11 overnights at the above mentioned hotels.
 11 days sightseeing as per program.
 English speaking tour guide throughout the entire tour.
 Luxury air-conditioned bus.
A $500 per person deposit is required by June 1st.
Final balance due by August 15th.
Trip insurance is available for an additional cost.
***Subject to cancellation fees after September 2nd***

